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Menominee NBA All-Star Weekend by Charlie Kanter 
 
Menominee NBA all-star weekend was a blast. The 
campers competed in three different parts of the 
competition; the skills challenge, the three point contest 
and the dunk contest. The skills challenge tested the 
participant’s ball handling, and passing and finishing 
ability. For the Juniors, JACK CARTER ended up heading 
COOPER SPECTOR. In the Intermediate age group, JAKE 
MATLESS cruised to a victory for cabin 11. Finally, the 
senior  
 

division came down to a three-way tie between KASE RATZLAFF, JOEY FINFER and AIDAN BRAMWIT. During 
the second round, KASE RATZLAFF blazed through the course in 13.12 seconds to win for his cabin, 13. The 
next event was the three point contest; This tested the participants on how consistent they were at 
shooting the ball. For the Juniors, GRIFFIN BRAMWIT, could not miss and won by scoring 14/20. For the 
Intermediate age group, JACK KAPLAN of cabin 12, scored 11/20, which he won for his cabin and then there 
was the Senior division. The Seniors found themselves in a sudden death shoot-out between VAUGHN 
FRANKEL and REMY DOYLE. Vaughn sank a “clutch three” which is what to led him to win for his cabin 12. 
Lastly, there was the dunk contest; this is how well you can perform a dunk. DAVID FINFER started the win 
off for his cabin, 6, by throwing down a powerful jam. LEO NECHLESS won for cabin 12 in the Intermediate 
age group by throwing a 360 degree, off the backboard “ally-oop” to MAX BEERMANN which got them full 
marks 30/30. The seniors took this part of the competition very seriously; ADAM MASSELLO, ROBBIE 
YASTROW and JOEY FINFER, for cabin 9, looked fantastic as they dressed for the occasion. They are 
featured in the photo. GAVIN BRAMWIT got 30/30 for catching a lob and slamming down a reverse jam and 
JONAH GAGERMAN caught a “between the leg of the side of the backboard pass” from AIDAN BRAMIWT 
and finished, also with a 30/30 score. Senior cabin won the dunk contest for their age group. 

Green and White Update! 
The competition is still going strong. We have another five days 
left, so there is still time to win if you are currently not in the lead. 
Since playing Creatively Acquire the Energy Source there have 
been three more games played. Please see the scores below: 
 
Midnight Manhunt – 42 – Green 
                                            41 - White 
Bari’s Biffs – 204 - Green 
                           188 - White 
Menominee Monopoly – 1hr 2 minutes, 59 seconds – White 
                                                    1hr 3 minutes, 18 seconds – Green 
Counselor Hunt – 566 White 
                                     79 - Green 

Weather Report 
 

Sunny – 78% 
Humidity – 60% 

Riddle of the Day 
 

What sport has four letters, is 
played all around the world, and 

begins with a T? 
 

Ask Harj, the Megaphone Editor, for the 
answer. 



 

Counselor Profile 
NAME: Pete Cole 

AGE: 23 
ACTIVITIES: Waterfront 

FAVOURITE SPORT: Rugby 
FAVOURITE ATHLETE: Johnny Wilkinson 
FAVOURITE SONG: Rob Zombie- Dragula 

FAVOURITE MOVIE: Jackass 

 

 

Midnight Manhunt by Joey Finfer 
It was a beautiful night when Jason called us in to 
Wasserman Hall. BRANDON PTASZNIK and JOSH STONE 
let us know that we would be playing Midnight 
Manhunt. This game is played after canteen and flag. 
One team will go on offense first. That team can hide 
anywhere within camp boundaries. Their job is to not be 
caught by the opposing team. They need to stay hidden 
for 25 minutes. . In Wasserman Hall, the defense team, 
wait patiently for five minutes for the other team to 
hide, and then go to Canteen to get the squirt bottles. 

On defense your main job is to walk around camp and squirt people that are hiding. If you do manage to 
stay in the woods for 25 minutes, you’re worth one point. But, in the gully between the Mess Hall and the 
tennis courts there is something called the “ring of fire”. If you are able to get in the ring of fire you are 
worth five points. Around the ring you have five jail guards that can be quite difficult and challenging to get 
past. SAM MILLER AND ISAAC WEISS did “Rock, Paper, Scissors” for who will go on offense first and who will 
be on defense first. ISAAC WEISS won and chose offense first. BENJIE SOREN took LOUIE KANTER, RONEN 
SAREMBOCK, and JON WOOL to go hide-out in the woods together. Another small group, DAVID FINFER, 
GAVIN PICKLIN, ADAM MASSELLO, TJ MOCK and myself, were not caught and went to hide in the woods by 
the golf course. JOSH GOODMAN wanted a try a ring-of-fire-rush, so he assigned some younger kids to rush. 
Sadly, none of those campers made it. 25 minutes were up and it was time to change sides. The Greens got 
their turn on offense. They did not do well on defense so they had one choice and that was rush the ring of 
fire with their whole team. It was no time before 25 people started rushing from Old Counselor’s Road. 
Right when that happened another group came from the service road. There was so many people and a 
moment of havoc, but JOSH SANDLER walked in to the ring successfully without being squirted. It was a 
good rush they got seven kids in all together. LEVI PASIKOV said some people did not rush. He went looking 
but couldn’t find anyone. It turns out there was a group hiding at the ski shed that included, CALEB SAKS, 
ROBBY YASTROW, GAVIN MILLER, and GAVIN BRANWIT.  With a few other people that didn’t rush it looked 
to be a tie. Until JOEY MATGOUS came running to the judges telling them that he hadn’t been squirted.  The 
next day we were called into Wass Hall to hear the final score. 42-41 Green. JOEY MATGOUS won Midnight 
Manhunt for the Greens! 
 

Camper Interview 
 

Name? Griffin Bramwit 
Cabin? 6 

How many years have you been at CM? 2 
What is your favourite moment at camp so 

far? Beating Kawaga 
What is your favourite part of the day at 

camp? I enjoy Twilight League the most. I love 
playing Softball and even more when it is played 
competitively. Also, Softball is a lot of fun too. I 

play with a lot of my friends, but at camp I can be 
seen playing Softball usually with JACK KAPLAN 

and JOSH BARSKY. 
 


